Scenario development: what to do, what to expect
The potential of scenarios
The best way to understand the potential of scenarios is certainly not to read a set of scenarios crafted
by others. That can easily lead to a ‘so what’ response. You have to do it yourself to appreciate the
value of the method. So getting to work is the approach, whether you just have a few days or several
months of time to invest in the exercise.
What you will find out then is that scenario development is not about ‘predicting the future’. It is also
not the case that one of the scenarios from the set that is produced is ‘the right one’, or that you can
choose from the set and say: let’s go for that one. In the end, none of the scenarios will ever become
real. What we are trying to do is to map out plausible stories, possibilities, and the different shapes
that the future might take, irrespective of what we would want or what we would like. These stories will
open up your thinking, yet they are not sheer fantasy – they are still plausible.
If executed well, this process will lead, at the minimum, to a much better and systematic analysis and
understanding of all the relevant forces that we need to deal with – tomorrow but also today. That can
help you think about strategic options, and prepare for alternative developments. It will also make
explicit how people in your organisation actually look at the future and what their assumptions are.
This function of systematic analysis, of ordering the plethora of forces that is out there, and of making
explicit the views and assumptions in your organisation is of huge value – it can help you to continue
your strategic conversation at a higher level than before the scenario exercise. Scenarios are the
external looking part of that conversation, which is the fundament for thinking about what you want
(your ambitions) and what you can (your competencies and capabilities).

In the best cases, scenario development does not only lead to systematic analysis, but also to an
‘Aha-Erlebnis’, where you start seeing the world with different eyes, where you can imagine external
developments and possible roles for your organisation that you had never thought of before. The
power of storytelling plays a crucial role here. Pierre Wack, one of the pioneers of scenario
development, in that sense referred to scenarios as being about the ‘gentle art of re-perceiving’. This
is a higher level value of the method – in today’s complex and ever changing world finding new
language, new images, new insights can mean the crucial difference between being relevant and
effective and just ‘being there’.

When to do it?
Obviously when you are operating in a highly predictable and stable environment (lucky you!) you will
not waste your time on scenarios. But when your organisation (or a part of it) is faced with a complex
and unpredictable environment, where you are uncertain about key developments that could affect
your work, you may want to consider doing a scenario exercise. In any case: do not feel bound by
official planning cycles (‘the next strategic plan is only due in two years’) – if you feel there is this
lurking uncertainty out there that might sooner or later affect your organisation: get to work!

Who should take part?
As said at the start, just reading the scenario-products can lead to a ‘so-what’ response, where for
those not involved in crafting, rejecting, tinkering and re-developing, the final product may seem
arbitrary. It is therefore important to make sure at least some key decision-makers in your organisation
are part of the process, and are not just the clients that assess the end product. Take this into
consideration when you design your process.
Next to that make sure your scenario team is diverse in all relevant aspects: think of gender, ethnicity
and geographical origin but also of creative souls as well as substantive experts, people from the
inside and people from outside the organisation, etc. Diversity is a key ingredient for any good
strategic discussion but for a scenario exercise it is more important than ever. At the same time
scenario development is a tool that gives a lot of space to diverging perspectives, creating a safe
environment where you can bring them together and where there is not just one ‘winning’ view. In that
sense it can be an excellent tool when views about the best strategic course are polarised and
divided.

Methodology
There are two basic methodologies that can be applied when building scenarios, known as the
deductive and the inductive approaches. A third one, the incremental approach, is also briefly
mentioned below. Whichever you choose, before you get to work it is of the utmost importance to think
carefully about the strategic problem you need to solve, the strategic question you would like to
answer. Shaping, re-shaping and interrogating that ‘focal question’ is key, because the scope of your
focal question will determine what will get into the picture and what will not. We want to open up our
thinking here so let’s not be too modest. For example, think about the difference between ‘the future of
the car’ vs. ‘the future of transportation’ vs. ‘the future of mobility’ vs. ‘the future of social interaction’.
Next to the focal question there is the issue of your horizon. Scenarios can look ahead from a couple
of years up to 20 years or more. Think carefully what would work for your problem, for your
organisation. Revisit this issue when you have done your initial research: when for example key
drivers turn out to be in the tech arena it makes no sense to look ahead twenty years as change will
happen in much shorter cycles. Cultural patterns however may evolve over longer stretches of time.
The first, and most well known methodology then is the deductive approach. Here you start by
mapping out the key drivers that will shape the future. Some of these will be ‘pre-determined’, and
therefore need to be present in all scenarios. Discussing whether drivers are pre-determined or not is
in itself a very useful exercise that will surface all sorts of assumptions about the future.
The next step is to select the two driving forces that are at the same time the most uncertain and the
most important ones. Often you will have to combine several different drivers to be able to make this
choice, ruthlessly selecting, prioritising, and combining. The two winners will form the basis of a matrix,
where on both axes the extremes will be formed by the opposite possibilities of your two key driving
forces: stability left - chaos right; unity top - division bottom; cooperation right-competition left, regional
impact top – global impact bottom, etc.

See figure 2. for the matrix set up in the Global Engagement Scenarios where on the Y-axis a more
individual and a more collective approach to engagement have been opposed, and on the X-axis a
stable world vs. a world of systemic upheaval.
The deductive method has the advantage of a systematic approach, where in the end the matrix
forces you to be clear (and sometimes radical) in opposing different shapes of the future.
The alternative methodology is the inductive approach. This is where you start with crafting
(commissioning, finding...) a multitude of narratives about the future of your core issue. These
narratives are then put on the table and the next step is to have a more systematic look at what forces,
deep drivers, dimensions and elements unite and divide the stories, so that in the end you get a
limited number of scenarios where you can logically explain the direction that these scenarios take.
The advantage of this approach is that the enormous power of narratives kicks in right from the start.
This will facilitate the ‘re-perceiving’ function at an early stage. On the other hand, whilst this is a more
creative approach to scenario development, it can be rather daunting to systematically deal with a
wide variety of narratives.
Choosing between the two methods is in a sense a matter of taste, depending on your organisational
culture. While scenario development definitely requires a level of openness to uncertainty and
creativity, the deductive method is a bit more structured and ‘safe’.
In terms of presentation one is not limited to a matrix. In the ‘incremental approach’ the different
scenarios branch off from a stream that starts in the present.

This leads to a ‘Delta Chart’ representation (fig. 3) that gives you more freedom (which is, of course, at
the same time the risk connected to it!) and it introduces an element of time, of evolution. This element
of evolution, the possibility of sequencing events is a key characteristic of this model as compared to
the matrix that represents just one moment in time. Visually, using sub-sets of scenarios in a Delta
Chart can help you in pointing out there are alternatives – but making them visually smaller you can
establish a hierarchy between key narratives and sub-plots.
The Delta chart can in principle be used to represent the outcomes of all scenario methodologies. The
incremental approach should be used with some caution though when crafting scenarios: starting with
‘what is there’ can be a risk in the sense that it could limit thinking about more creative and radical
futures.

Alternative approaches
If there is not enough time to do a full-blown scenario exercise, there are more concise alternatives.
Exposing the assumptions behind an organisation’s ‘official future’ (the agreed mental model about
what will happen next) can already kick off useful discussions about what is and what will be out there.
Alternatively, simply having a session creating narratives about the future of a specific issue, based on
people’s experience, expertise and imagination, can already surface a lot of creativity, new language
and unexpected and fresh images of possibilities, options and risks. An exercise like this will in many
cases produce more interesting outcomes than you would get doing your average SWOT analysis.
So: get started! With some basic methodological checks scenarios will almost always produce outputs
that can refresh your on-going strategic conversation.

